
Fatal Condition: Part 2 
Israel—Romans 2:1-16 

 

Being _________ ≠  being _________ before God. 
 

 

1. When you ____________ it leads to false ______________  

          … and ultimately to your ________________ (2:1-3, 5) 

2. But God’s ____________  leads to humble ______________ 

          … and ultimately to His care (2:4) 

3. The reality: a ______ heart always leads to a ________ end (2:5) 

 

Salvation is a Total ______________  
(Faith and Works are two sides of the same coin) 

  

 

 

 
 

Imagine being in a court of law. You are on trial for being for being 

a Christian. What evidence is there to accuse you? 

Fatal Condition: Part 2 
Israel—Romans 2:1-16 

 

Being religious  ≠  being righteous before God. 
 

 

1. When you compare it leads to false confidence  

          … and ultimately to your condemnation (2:1-3, 5) 

2. But God’s kindness leads to humble confession 

          … and ultimately to His care (2:4) 

3. The reality: a hard heart always leads to a tragic end (2:5) 

 

Salvation is a Total Transformation  
(Faith and Works are two sides of the same coin) 

  

 

 

 
 

Imagine being in a court of law. You are on trial for being for being 

a Christian. What evidence is there to accuse you? 

April 19, 2020 
April 19, 2020 

Saving  
Faith  

(________ - Rom. 1:16-17)  

Godly 
Living 

(___________- Rom. 2:7, 10) 

Saving  
Faith  

(Trust - Rom. 1:16-17)  

Godly 
Living 

(Evidence - Rom. 2:7, 10) 



Everyone has a ______________ 
 

Jews—under the _________ law | 613 Rules (2:13)  

Gentiles—under the __________ law | Conscience (2:14-15) 

 

Conclusion:  

        God will hold you accountable and judge your life one 

day. If you have grown up knowing God’s word (like the Jews 

did), you will be judged on whether or not you followed it. If 

you haven't grown up knowing God’s word, you will be judged 

on the basis on your conscience. Ultimately, both groups will 

find that they lived lives in opposition to a perfect and holy 

God.  

 

Everyone has a Standard 
 

Jews—under the written law | 613 Rules (2:13)  

Gentiles—under the realized law | Conscience (2:14-15) 

 

Conclusion:  

        God will hold you accountable and judge your life one 

day. If you have grown up knowing God’s word (like the Jews 

did), you will be judged on whether or not you followed it. If 

you haven't grown up knowing God’s word, you will be judged 

on the basis on your conscience. Ultimately, both groups will 

find that they lived lives in opposition to a perfect and holy 

God.  

 


